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Monday the 14'h May 2018.
Titte suit (P) No. 20 of 20L4.

ry: Smti. Usha Rani Ray,{'' S/O Late Jitendra Chandra Ray,
.- zuO Salbagan, North Bongaigaon, Ward no.9,

P.S&Dist-Bongaigaon

VERSI]S

1. Sri Jawahar Ray.
S/O Late jitendra Chandra Ray,
R/O Shastri Road, Near Bidya Bhaban [.p. School,
North Bongaigaon, Salbagar, Ward No. 8.
P.S. &Disr-Bongaigaon

2. Sri Monoranjan Ray,
S/O Late Jitendra Chandra Ray,
R/O Salbagan, North Bongaigaon, Ward no. 9,
P.S. & Dist - Bongaigaon.

3. Sri Sital Ray
S/O Late Jitendra Chandra Ray,
R/O Near Shantidham Kalibari, New Colony.
P.S. & Dist : Bongaigaon.

4. Sri Milan Ray,
i r' 

' 
S/O Late Jitendra Chandra Ray,

I

R/O Salbagan, North Bongaigaon, Ward no.9,
PS.&Dist-Bongaigaon

fi-,.S'i t.)'
I .,N

Plaintiff

Defendants.
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This suit coming for final hearing on S'h day of May, 2018

Advocate who appeared in this case:

Mr. H. Das,

Mr. D. Dey,

F'or the Plaintiff.

For the Defendant no.2.

And having stood for consideration on the 14d

day of May 2018 rhe Court delivered the following judgment:

:::JUDGMENT:::

1. This probate Title suit owes its origin out of an application

u/s 276 of the Indian succession Act, 1g2s for granting probate in
respect of the will left by Late Jitendra chandra Ray, s/o Late Shyama

Charan Ray. After the death of the testator, the plaintiff, sole executor of

the Will, who was the wife of the testator filed the application for granting

probate.

2- The facts of the plaintiff is that her husband Jitendra

chandra Ray, a resident of salbari North Bongaigaon, p.s & District

Bongaigaon, expired on 03-06-12, Ieaving behind the plaintiff Usha Rani

Ray, (wife), Jawahar Ray, (son), Monoranjan Ray (son), Sital Ray (son)

and Milan Ray (son). His married daughter puspa Rani Ray expired in the

month of June, 2011 i.e. prior to his deattr. It is stated that her deceased

husband had spent money in obtaining permanent job in Railway

Department of his two sons defendant no. l- and 2 and also spent huge

amount of money in marriage of his daughter (since deceased).

It is averred in the petition ttrat during lifetime deceased

Jitendra chandra Ray used to reside in house standing on his schedule

land with defendant no.4 and the testator out of love and affection bv

L\{i,- h'/ ...x'
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the registered will bequeathed the schedule B and c property out of his A

schedule property in favour of his two sons defendant no. 3 & 4, who

looked after him at his old age. It is also contended that no other

application has been made before any other court for probate of the

aforesaid will. Hence, the plaintiff as sole executor of the will prayed for

granting probate of the Will executed by the testator Jitendra Chandra Ray

in respect of schedule property mentioned in the Will which is as follows:

SCHEDULE _'A'
Schedule 'A' is a plot of land measuring 0B-1K-13L,

(Triangular in size) covered by Dag No. 131 (old), 239 (New) of Miyadi

Patta No. 286 (old), 73 (New), situated at village - Bongaigaon Town

Part - III (salbagan, North Bongaigaon) under Bongaigaon Revenue

circle, P.o., P.s. & sub-Registry office - Bongaigaon, in the District of

Bongaigaon, Assam, along with a dwelling house consisting of several

rooms and courtyard on the middle of house standing thereon, with

throughout boundary wall. The property/estate-in-question is bounded as

follows :

To the North :- Salbagan Road;

', To the South :- 10'ft. wide drain:

,],1 To the East :- Drain/passage:

To the West :- Plot of jogesh Das.

Within this boundary the Land and house is situated.

SCHEDULE _'B'

schedule 'B' is a part of schedule 'A'which is allotted and

vested exclusively to Sri Sital Ray consists of a portion of land measuring

0B-0K-13L, which shall be accounted from south side under same Dag

and patta together with house consisting of rooms and bathroom and privy

fallen in his portion, which is bounded as follows :

To the North :- 'C' Schedule land and house fallen in the
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share of Sri Milan Ray;

To the South :- l-0'ft. Wide drain;

To the East :- Drain/Passage:

To the West :- Plot of jogesh Das.

Within this boundary the Land and house given and vested to Sri Sital Ray

is situated.

SCHEDULE _'C'

schedule 'c' is also a portion of schedule 'A' property which

is allotted and vested exclusively to the fourth younger son of the Testator

- Sri Milan Ray. It consists of a plot of land measuring 0B-1K-0L, under

same Dag and Patta together with house, which is bounded by -

\.". To the North :- Salbagan Road;

,i '. To the South :-'B' schedule Land and House fallen in the

: share of Sri Sital Ray.

! To the East :- Drain/Passage:

To the West :- Plot of jogesh Das.

' Within this boundary the Land and house given and vested to Sri Milan

Ray is situated.

3. The defendant no.2 Monoranjan Ray, son of the testator

contested the case by filing written statement stating inter alia that the

case is not maintainable in the present form. The answering defendant

no.2 denied the fact that his two brothers defendant no.3 and 4 only

Iooked after the deceased during his life time and that deceased Jitendra

chandra Ray spent money in getting job of the defendanr no.L and 2 in

Railway Department. The contesting defendant also stated that the

deceased Jitendra chandra Ray was a habitual drunker due to which he

remained out of sense and was not physically sound to put his signature in

the alleged registered WILL. As such the will is a fraudulent, illegal one

and not Contd..P/5
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binding upon the defendant no.2 and others. It is further mentioned that

the defendant no.2 has been living in a part of schedule A land and there is

no cause of the deceased to deprive him from his right. Hence, prayed to

dismiss the probate perition.

4- After receiving due notice, the respondent no. 1, 3 and 4 did
not contest the case and the case proceeded exparte against them.

5. Upon the pleadings of the parties, the following issues are

formulated for adjudication of the case :

(1) Whether there is cquse of action for the suit?

(2) Whether the suit is maintainable?

(3) whether the registered MILL dqted 26-10-2006 executed by

Jitendra Chandra Roy is valid and enforceable?
:

(4) whether the testotor Jitendra chandro Ray was in sound

mind ond sense at the time of execution of the WILL and the

" signotures put in the WILL are his own signatures?

(5) Whether the petitioner is entitled to probate certificate as

prayed for?

6. Both the parties examined three witnesses each in support of
their respective claim. Plaintiff side also proved the Will in question ro

substantiate the oral evidence.

7. I have heard argument for the parties and proceed to deliver

my judgment on the aforesaid issues.

Decision and Reasons therefore:

Issue no. 1

B Plaintiff's claim is that during life time her husband Jitendra

chandra Ray executed his last will and Testament in favour of his two
sons defendant no. 3 and 4 who looked after him and she was appointed as

sole executor of the Will.

" 
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(a) The testator shall sign or shall affix his mark to the Will,

or it shall be signed by some other person in his presence and by his

direction.

(b) The signature or mark of the testator, or the signature of

the person signing for him, shall be so placed that it shall appear that it

was intended thereby to give effect to the writing as a Will.

(c) The Will shall be attested by nvo or more witnesses, each

of whom has seen the testator sign or affix his mark to the Will or has seen

some other person sign the will, in the presence and by the direction of

the testator, or has received from the testator a personal acknowledgement

of his signature or mark, or the signature of such other person; and each of

the witnesses shall sign the Will in the presence of the testator, but it shall

not be necessary that more than one witness be present at the same time

and no pafticular form of attestation shatl be necessary.

15. Section 68 of the Indian Evidence Act provides as to how a

document, which is required by law to be attested has to be proved. will
being a document, which is to be attested by rwo or more witnesses, has to

be proved as per section 68 of the Evidence Act. As per section 68 of the

Evidence Act, if a document is required by law to be attested, at least one

attesting witness is required to be examined to prove the document, if
such witness is alive.

16. The Apex court in the case of Daulat Rom & ors. vs.

sodha & ors. Reported in (200s) 1 scc 40 while dealing with as to how

a WILL has to be proved held as under:

"Will being a document has to be proved by primary

evidence except where the court permits a document to be proved by

leading secondary evidence. since it is required to be attested, as

provided in Section 68 of the Indian Evidence Act,1872. it cannot be used

/-\N
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as evidence until one of the attesting witnesses at least has been called for

the purpose of providing its execution, if there be an attesting witness

alive, and subject to the process of the court and capable of giving

evidence. In addition, it has to satisfy the requirements of Section 63 of
the Indian succession Act, 1g25. In order to assess as to whether the

WILL has been validly executed and is a genuine document, the

propounder has to show that the Will was signed by the testator and that

he had put his signatures to the testament of his own free will; that he was

at the relevant time in a sound disposing state of mind and understood the

nature and effect of the dispositions and that the testator had signed it in
the presence of two witnesses who attested it in his presence and in the

presence of each other. once these elements are established, the onus

which rests on the propounder is discharged. But where there are

suspicious circumstances, the onus is on the propounder to remove the

suspicion by leading appropriate evidence. The burden to prove that the

Will was forged or that it was obtained under undue influence or coercion

or by playing a fraud is on the person who alleges it to be so.,,

17 - In this case to support the claim, the plaintiff examined

herself as PW1. She testified that during life time her husband Jitendra

ch. Ray, who was a retired Railway employee executed his last will and

Testament on 26-10-16 and prior to death, her testator husband handing

over her the will, asked her to execute the same in respect of his

bequeathed property, which is his self acquired property purchased out of
his income. she also stated that her deceased husband spent money for

obtaining job of his two sons defendant no. 1 and 2 in Railway

Department and also gave marriage to their daughter and out of love and

affection her husband bequeathed his schedure property to his two sons

defendant no. 3 and 4, who looked after him till his death.

h'
,di
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18. In order to prove the proper execution of the will, out of three,

two attesting witnesses (PW2 and PW3.) tendered their evidence before the

Court testifying their presence and signing of the Will in presence of the testator.

one attesting witness PW2 Ajit panwar deposed that on 26-10-06, Jitendra

Chandra Ray executed his last WilI before the Sub-Registrar, Bongaigaon before

whom he along with Bhanwarlal panwar and Hanuman prasad Agarwal as

attesting witnesses put their signatures and the testator also put his signature in

presence of them. He further stated that by the said Will, out of his four sons,

the testator bequeathed his property in favour of his two sons defendant no. 3
and 4 explaining sufficient reasons. He proved the Will as Ext.1 and the death

certificate of the testator as Ext.2. He proved the signatures of the testator vide

Ext.1(i) to l(iii) signed before them, the attesting witnesses. He also proved his

signature in the Will as Ext.1(vi). During cross he stated rhat as a landlord the

testator Jitendra Chandra Ray was known to him. He stated that one day in the
year 2006, Jitendra chandra Ray coming to his shop asked him to come to DC

office to be a witness of the alleged will and accordingly he accompanied

with Bhanwarlal Panwar and Hanuman prasad Agarwal came to DC

Office where Jitendra Chandra Ray had reached earlier to them. He stated

that Jitendra chandra Ray executed the will in respect of his 0B-1K-13L

land in favour of his two sons Milan Ray and Sital Ray and then the

witnesses put their signatures in the Will after the testator signed on it. He

denied the suggestion that testator was a drunker and was not in sound

state of mind and health. He stated that the contents of the Will was read

over to him by the Registrar and the testator put his signature in his
presence.

19. Another attesting witness Bhanwarlal panwar (pw3)
deposed that Jitendra chandra Ray bequeathed his properry to his two
sons defendant no. 3 and 4 and at the time of executing the will, Jitendra

chandra Ray was in sound mind and health and he executed the same on

$
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his own conscious. He proved his signature in the will as Ext.l(iv).
During cross he admitted that defendant no.2 resides in the bequeathed
property. He stated that as per will, the RCC building with front side land
falls in the share of Milan Ray and Assam rype house to sital Ray. He
stated that one advocate Mr. Jain over phone asked him to come to sub_
Registrar office with Jitendra Chandra Ray and on 26-10-06 Jitendra Ch
Ray came to his shop. The will Ext.1 reveals that Mr. M. K Jain leamed
advocate drafted and prepared the wiil in question as instructed by the
testator. During cross of pw3, it is clarified that before executing the
will, the Ld. Advocate read out the same to him and then on being asked
the testator, he (testator) finding it correct, put his signature on it and then
the sub-Regisrrar rook his(pw3) signature on it. He denied the
suggestion that at that time the testator was not in good health due to
illness for having habit of consuming liquor. The evidence of pw2 and
PW3 regarding their presence and signing on the will in presence of
testator could not be disproved by the contesting defendant while cross
examining them.

20. The contesting defendant no.2 pleaded that the peiltioner,s
prayer for probate of will is not maintainable as the language of the
petition is not according to raw. The Ld. counsel for the defendant also
submitted that the person who drafted the will and the Sub_Registrar
before whom the wil was executed having not been examined to prove
the execution of the will by Jitendra chandra Ray, it is sufficiently
established that the will in question was executed under suspicious
circumstances and the plaintiff is not entitled to get the probate of the
will. Further submission of the Ld. counsel of the contesting defendant
is that at the time of execution of the will, the testator had been suffering
from old age ailment and it was not made voluntarily. In that respect he
examined himself as DW1 and deposed that he got his job on his own

{,
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efficiency and he along with his elder brother defendant no.1 looked after
the joint family during lifetime of their deceased father. He stated that hisfather was a habitual drunker and was in unsound state of mind due to his
ord age ailment in his last days of rife and taking advantage of his unsound
state of mind, the petitioner with defendant no. 3 and 4, had made the willwhich is fraudulent one. During cross he denied the suggestion that he didnot take riquor which indicares that he took riquor. on the other hand headmitted that his father never take liquor at day time, and in the eveningtime, though his father took liquor but it was a rittre and except family

members' none knew about it' He further admitted that his father was notundergone any teatment by any psychiatrist. Though DW2 Manoranjan
Das in his evidence on affidavit stated that Jitendra chandra Ray always
remained in intoxicated condition throughout the day and was inunsound state of mind due to old age ailment but during cross he statedthat Jitendra ch Ray was a man of good quarity and he never had seenhim taking liquor.

The contesting defendant no.2 to prove the plea of ailmentof the testator, examined one Dr. Sushanta choudhury as Dw 3 whodeposed that on 22-70-76 he examined Jitendra chandra Ray and foundshortening of breath with fever, chill and rigor, diagnosed as chestinfection and was not in a position to read, write and speak. so the
evidence of DW3 reflects that the testator had been suffering from fever
and coldness. Dw 3 prescribed him medicine for 7 days. Dw 3 during
cross admitted that if the medicine responded properly, the patient mayrecover soon. so possibility of the recovery of hearth before 26_10_06,
cannot be ruled out. The evidence of the plaintiff (pw1), who is the wifeof the testator reflects that the testator has been suffering from pressure.
For ailment such as fever or pressure it cannot be said that he was not
sound disposing state of mind. Thus the evidence of Dws cannot be herd

Contd..p/12
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sufficient to hold that Jitendra ch Ray the testator was not in sound

disposing mind. DW2 the neighbour of both parties clearly negates the

allegation that the testator was a habitual drunker and was not in sound

disposing mind. Dw2 never had seen the testator consuming liquor. He
also could not say whether the testator had been suffering from mental
illness. Contesting defendant no.2 also admitted that his father never take
liquor in day time and even if taken, in the evening, it was a little and

within the house- The evidence of defendant no.2 himself did not indicate
that his father was a habitual drunker.

22. Further the contesting defendant claimed that section 276 of
succession Act is not complied in drafting the petition for probate as there

...1s 
no pleading that the Will was duly executed and that at the relevant

time, the testator was not sound disposing state of mind and health. But
on careful perusal of the record, it reveals that though in the plant it is not
clearly mentioned but at the time of execution of the wil, Jitendra ch Ray
was sound disposing state of mind and health but during cross of p.ws, by
way of suggestion it was confirmed that at the relevant time deceased was
in sound disposing mind. Thus as reveals from the evidence of the pWs

and Dws, there is nothing to doubt about the physical and mental capacity
of the testator to execute the Will. The evidence of the attesting witnesses
(PW2 and PW3) could go to show that the restator himself called rhem ro
come to the office of the sub-Registrar to make his will.

23. As regards to the suspicious, doubtfur and clouded
circumstances in executing the will in question as alleged by the

defendant no.2, it needs crose scrutiny in as much as a wil may be treated
as invalid if the said alregation courd be proved. one of the aileged
doubtful circumstance is that the person who drafted the will was not
produced as witness to support the claim that the will was prepared as per

'/l
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the wish of the testator and under what circumstance the said Will was
directed ro be prepared. secondly, the sub-Registrar before whom the
alleged will was executed was not examined. Third alleged doubtful
circumstance is that no close relative of the testator has been called to be
attesting witness or to be present at the time of execution of the Will. Last
but not the least, the alleged doubtful circumstance is that two of the sons
of the testator were not given any share of the testator,s properties. The
non examination of the person, who drafted the Will or the Sub Registrar
before whom the will was registered cannot be treated as suspicious
circumstances as there is no legal requirement in the provision of law to
examine Sub-Registrar or the person connected with the preparation of the
will' The only requirement is whether the attesting witness has been

examined. Therefore, in my considered opinion, there is no lapse on the
part of the propounder in proving the wilr (Ext.1). The third doubtfur
circumstance arisen due to not calling close relative at the time of
execution of the will has no serious consequence. There is no legal
requirement for calling or requiring presence of the close relative of the

- testator so far as it is concerned with the execution of Will in presence of
:, 

attesting witnesses. It is the discretion of the testator, who should be

f Present at the time of execution of the Will. By not calling near relative,

.,." 
no legal provision in regard to execution of Will has been violated and on
that ground, genuineness of the will cannot be suspected. As regards the

fourth suspicious circumstance pointed out by the contesting defendant
no. 2 by not giving share to two sons i.e. defendant no. L and 2, it is
explained in the Will itself that as his two sons defendant no. 1 and 2 are
permanent employee in Railway Department and daughter was already

' married, hence he bequeathed his property to his other two sons defendant
no' 3 and 4. Dw2 also admitted that one brother of defendant no.2 is
physically handicapped. In this case, the defendant no.1 has not contested
the case . Moreover, debarring heir from getting share of the assets by
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executing will shourd not raise any suspicion. The court of probate is
only concerned with the question as to whether the document put forward
as the last will and testament of a deceased person was duly executed and
attested in accordance with raw and whether at the time of execution, the
testator had sound disposing mind. The question as to particurar bequest
is good or bad is not within the purview of the probate court. The probate
court cannot sit in appeal over the right or wrong of the testator,s decision
and dis-entitre of one of the regal heir cannot be a ground to doubt the
authenticity or other wise of instrument propounded as the last will of the
testator. Mere conjecture and unfounded suspicion should not be
permitted to hold that the wiil was executed under suspicious
circumstances, if the evidence adduced is regal and convincing. The only
issue in the probate proceeding relates to the genuineness and due
execution of the wilr. In the above, the alreged circumstances are found
not sound to be suspicious and I find no force in the argument of the Ld.
Counsel appearing for defendant no.2.

24' In a probate case, the burden is on the plaintiff to prove that
the will was duly executed and the testator was in sound disposing state
of mind and health at the time of execution of the same. From the
evidence of PWs, it reveals that the testator called the attesting witnesses
to the sub-Registrar office. pw3 0ne of the attesting witnesses during
cross clearly stated that before executing the wilr, the Ld. Advocate read
over the same to him and then he asked the testator regarding correctness
of its contents to which the testator repried positive and then only the
testaror signed in the wilr after which the sub- Regisrrar took his (pw3)
signature on it. pw2 another attesting witness arso categoricaly stated
during cross that the contents of the wilr was read over to him by the
Registrar and after putting signature by the testator in the will, he and
other attesting witness signed on it. pw2 also stated that the restator
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signed in the will in presence of the three attesting witnesses pw2, pw3

and one Hanuman Prasad Agarwal.

25. Thus in the case in hand the proponder of the will has

discharged her burden by adducing evidence that at the time of execution

of the will, the testator was in a sound disposing state of mind and after
understanding the nature and effect of the disposition, he signed on the
testament on his own free will in presence of the attesting witnesses who
signed in his presence. Out of three attesting witnesses, two are examined

as PW2 and PW3, who categorically stated that the testator put his

signature on the Will in their presence after understanding the nature and

affect of the dispositon. The cross examination of the attesting witnesses

reveal nothing to disbelieve the evidence of the witnesses. The contesting
defendant failed to prove anything doubt regarding physical and mental

capacity of the testator to execute the will. That being the position, I am

unable to agree with the contention of contesting defendant no.2 that the

testator was not in a sound disposing state of mind at the time of execution

of the Will and that the same was executed under suspicious circumstance.

Defendant failed to bring any cogent suspicious circumstance regarding

execution of the Will. Moreover, the signature of the testator in the Will is
not challenged by the contesting defendant.

26' The above evidence brought on record clearly demonstrates

that the statutory requirement of signing Will by testator in presence of the

witnesses and witnesses signing in presence of the testator as required

under section 63 (a) of the Indian succession Act have been proved. The

law requires evidence of attesting witnesses which must be consistent,

natural and truthful which remained unshattered even after intensive cross

examination and no material contradiction could be brought out. The

same standard of evidence is available in the present case also. Moreover,

in the case out of three attesting witnesses, two were examined and proved

Contd..P/16
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the wll' In Ext'1 the registered will no. 1593 dated 26-10-06 it is arsoclearly mendoned that he has executed the same voluntarily and in soundstate of mind in presence of the attesting witnesses Bhanwarlar panwar(pw3), Ajit panwar (pw2) and one Hanuman prasad Agarwar. whattherefore transpires from the evidence brought on record is that theplaintiff proved the requirement of a valid Wll as contemplated in Section63 of the Indian succession Act and section 68 of the Evidence Act. Heexecuted the will with free will while he was in sound hearth and mindand it was dury attested in accordance with law. Accordingry, both theissue no'3 and 4 are answered in favour of the praintiff.

Issue no.2

27 ' In written statement, the contesting defendant no.2 took theplea that the suit is not maintainable as the apprication is not verified byattesting witnesses' section 287 of the Indian succession Act says thatwhen the application is for probate, the petition shail be verified by atleast one of the wimesses to the Will, when procurable. So from thelanguage of statement 281 it reveals that if an attesting witness is availableor procurable at the time of filing the petition, there shourd be anadditional verification of such attesting witness. So it is not mandatory
and absence of additional verification by one of the attesting witness cannot render the proceeding not maintainabre. Moreover, in the instant caseon careful perusal of the application for probate, it revears that under

,r-"*i verification of the plaintiff, it was signed by one attesting witness, AjitPanwar' (Pw2) declaring that he was one of the attesting witnesses of theWill executed by Late Jitendra Ch. Ray.

28' The Ld. counser of the contesting defendant arso arguedregarding delay in filing the application.
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As per Amicle L37 of the Limitation Act, the period of
Limitation, for making an application for which no period of rimitation is
provided elsewhere in the Limitation Act, is three years from the date
when the right to apply accrues.

,J'{,,' \.
,"1")
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The Apex court in the case of Kerala State Electricity Board
-vs- T.P. Kunhalumma reporred in (1g76) 4 scc 636 held that Articl e L37
applies to all such petitions or applications, which may be filed under any
enactment to a civil court if no period of limitation for such a petition or
application is otherwise prescribed and that an apprication for probate has
to be filed within a period of 3 years from the date of accrual of cause of
action i.e. the date of death of the testator/testatrix. Relying the said
judgment Hon'ble High court in the case of Kamakhya prasad Gupta _vs_

Jibon Lal Gupta reported in (2011) 1 GLT 435 hold rhar .,for making an
application for probate or an application for grant of letter of
administration the right accrues on the death of the testator, meaning
thereby that within a period of three years from the date of death of the
testator, application, seeking probate or letter of administration, must be
made. such an application may not be made for variety of reasons
including the fact that, in a given case, the executor or the beneficiary may
not even know about the existence of the wilr or about the execution of
the Will."

31. In this case, the testator died on 03_06_12 and
for probate was instituted on 22-08-2013 and as such it
Limitation of three years.

the application

is Will within

32. In the above, I hold that the suit is mainrainable and this
issue is decided accordingly in favour of the plaintiff.
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Issue No.5

33' From the discussion made in above issues, it is clear thatplaintiff is entitred ro get the probate of the registered wilr dated 26_10_06
executed by the testator Jitendra ch. Ray. Accordingly, this issue is
decided in favour of the plaintiff.

ORDER

In result, probate Title Suit is decreed on contest.
Issue probate of the registered wil dated 26_10_06 marked

as Ext'1 in respe* of the properties described in the Schedure of
the plaint in favour of the plaintiff subject to producrion of
valuation report of the concerned circle officer and deposit of
requisite Court fee thereon.

parties are to bear their o\Mn cost.

The original w, marked as Ext.1 be kept in safe custody of
the Office of the District Judge, Bongaigoan.

Prepare the decree accordingly.

Given under my hand and seal of the court, I have signedT
and delivered the judgment on this 14* day of May, 2018, at
Bongaigaon.

35.

36.

37.

1ti
;1

;(*
(1. Barman)

Sessions Judge,
Aqggwooru

Dictated and a!rre;t(( bt 
^r,r t*\

(1. Baiman)
Sessions Judge,
Bongaiqoon.
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APPENDIX

Plaintiff's witness:
PW 1 - Usha Rani Ray
PW2-AjitPanwar
PW3-BhanwarlalPanwar

Plaintiff's exhibit:
Ext.1 - Will dated 26-10-2006
Ext.2 - Death Certificate of testator

Defendant's Witness:
DW 1- Sri Manoranjan Ray
DW 2 - Sri Manoranjan Das
DW3-SushantaChoudhury

Defendant's Exhibit:
Nil

Court witness:
Nil

t.y'

rnl , \b'>!rr ' rr'/ r\t'
( I. Barmon )

Sessions Judge,
Bonoaiooon


